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The A,M.S. range of audio equipment has now been expanded to meet the needs of everyone. anywhere, requir-
ing high quality audio signal processing, whether the requirement be for a budget priced analog system like the
DM 2-20 flanger and effects generator or the ultimate in quality like the new 16 bit linear 27kHz bandwidth disc
mastering delay line.

A.M,S. offer custom service to studios, musicians and broadcast stations providing "one-off" systems for spec-

ialist applications, Typical of this are profanity DDLs with specialist soltware to minimise programme inter-
ference if a "dump" is used, or even 12 second units supplied to the BBc for live editing of broadcasts

The company's philosophy of continually upgrading existing products whilst introducing new ones has meant
that outdating is no longer necessarily inevitable. Hence additional delay and additional outputs as well as special
effects processors such as pitch change or reverberation cards may by plugged into existing mainframes as and
when available. Any softwa". updates are offered free of charge to all owners of our systems.
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THE DMX 15-80 PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL DELAY LINE/HARMONISER

The DMX 15-80 is a microprocessor controlled digital delay line of high technology and sophistication. lt is a
totally modular. effective 15 bit encoded system which lends itself to being built up into the most versatile audio
processor available. Any delay or effect generated by this system will have a bandwidth of 18kHz, a signal to
noise ratio of 90d B and give typical distortion of only 0.025%. A microprocessor controlled harmoniser is available
for the unit.

Data entry may be made quickly and effectively by means of a keypad to any one of nine stereo stores which will
hold both delay and special effects information. The front panel also allows control of feedback, feedback filter-
ing, original/delay/effects mixing, VCO speed and depth, phase relationship selection, delay lock in; and incre-
mental "nudge" control of delay and pitch change settings.

The unit accepts either l00mS or 400mS delay cards and can offer 4 seconds maximum of delay internally,
although interface to external memory makes the maximum delay limitlesss. The system may also be interfaced
to mixdown computers.

Specifications apart, the DN4X 15-80 is world-renowned for its exceptionally "Clean" sound.

THE DMX 15-8OS STEREO DIGITAL DELAY LINE/HARMONISER
The DMX 15-805 is a true stereo version of the 1 5.80 offering two independent delay lines which may be prog-
rammed separetely, All other {eatures including specifications and front panel data entry and control are exactly
the same as for the tested and proven DMX 15-80.

One of the most attractive features of this unit is the fact that the engineer effectively has two "boxes" virtually
for the price of one.

Also, it is now possibie to incorporate two pitch change modules in the 15-805 for multiple harmonising effects.

THE DMX 15.8OSB STEREO BROADCAST DELAY LINE

The DNIX 15-80SB has identical specifications to the DIMX 15-805 although the front panel control functions
are different. The unit does not have the keyboard; delays are entered by means of two sets of incremental
"nudge" controls which can operate in 1 or 20mS steps. The system has two displays showing the delays on each
channel at any one time. This unit aqain accepts either 100mS or 400mS delay cards offering a maximum delay
of 2 seconds per channel and was designed and built to specifications laid down by the BBC.

MEMORY BACKUP
A new card is available to preserve the contents of the stores over mains switch-off.

,fu
DIGITAL LOOP EDITING SYSTEM

DMX 15.80 series systems can now be fitted with a "Loop Editing System". L.E.S. is the friend of every engineer
who has spent hours editing and splicing tapes to create vocal/backing/drum loops. With L,E.S. musical inform-
ation can be captured in the system memory and non-destructively edited via the keypad. Loops may be run
continuously, or triggered for special effects and drop-ins. lt is also possible to "varispeed" the loop for tempo or
pitch corrections.
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THE DM2.2O TAPE PHASE SIMULATOR
The DM 2-20 is the original A.lVl.S. delay system. lt is an analog unit based on independent delay lines allowing
exact "over the top" simulation of the phasing/flanging effect ptoduced originally by use of multiple tape machi
ines, lt incorporates V.c.o. sections, single or cross hodulatioir and phase;ontr6l ailowing "flanging", "tunnel"
ling". "cardboard-tube" and "chorus" effects to be qenerated.
By-use of the stereo outputs the system becomes a very effective "auto-panner" due to psycho-acoustic image
shifting associated with the continua lly .changing delays. The system also offers a maximum delay of 20miS
although a memory module is now available to increase this to 8OmS.

DM.DDSi

THE DM-DDS DIGITAL DISC MASTERING DELAY LINE
]ftjg system is a 1 6 bit linear encoded system offering im pecca ble specif ications. namely a bandwidth oI 2jkHz or
23kHz and distortion figures of better than O.O2%. Exceilent phase performance is ensured by use oi Butterwonh
filters,
The unit.may have both analog.and digital inputs/outputs and has two exactly phase matched channels. Three
preset delays may be summoned from the unitt non-volatile memory by the keyboard. or delays may be directly
keyed in..The unit automatically calibrates OdB and an operaring tevet 

'controi 'm;t ub rs"a tii ma-ii.ttain overaff
system qain.

A maximum.delay of 1 .6 seconds may be housed in the unit although further memory expansion to 1O seconds is
po-ssible. Peak latching or tracking LED level display may be selectdd and aaain the nioOjtariivof ineivit"m anO
sottware control ensure compatibility with allcurrent and future foreseeable digital standards.
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THE DMX 15R DIGITAL REVERBERATION SYSTEM
The New DMX 15R is capable of interface to any of the DN,4X 15-80 range of audio processors, tt utilises the
expensive digital converters, sampling and filtering circuitry common to all the 15-80 units and hence the 15R is
an extremely high quality low priced add-on peripheral. lts specifications and performance are astounding in com-
parison to any system presently avaliable.
Operation of the system is straightforward - on selection of any one of up to nine programs the unit will provide
a reverberant field. the parameters of which are shown on LED displays. Any or ill o1 these fundamental para-
meters may be altered " the variables being pre-delay. decay time and high and low frequency decay profiles. Any
altera_tlon to the program variables may now be stored in memory locations which are ;ot lost on fower-down oi
the 15R.
As. with the 15-80 series, keypad entry ensures ease of entry of parameters as well as producing accurately repeat-
able effects. A remote interface will also be available for the system.
The 15R.is an.exciting new concept - clean, natural pre-programmed reveberation may be selected with the
greatest simplicity,_or complex permutations of parameters may be accurately constructed, stored and recalled at
will to obtain specific or unnatural reverberation effects.



SPECIFICATIclI\IS

lnput impedEnce: 1 oKohm. electronically balanced.
Output imp€dance: 1 50ohm, electronically balanced.
Maximum output levelt +24dBV.
Number of outputs: 2 maximum. independent.
oynamic range: 90d8.
Frequ€ncy Response: 'lsHz to 18kHz, -3dB.
Distortion: better than 0.025%.
VCO Control: 0.05 to 20H2, continuously variable

(not SB version).
Maximum Delay: 4 seconds 115-80), 2 seconds {15-8oS/SB)

at full bandwidth, by use of 102mS or
400mS cards.

Compoter Control: Time enlry by numeric keypad, 9
presettable stores. LED numeric readout,
remote drive capability.

EXPANSION
Additional D€lay: 'l02mS or 40OmS delay card$.
Additional Output: 15-80 may have one or two outputs.

Pitch Chang€ Cards: Module(sl may be i$stalled {or
harmonising { 1 5-80/1 5-805)

Reverberation: A reverberation module mav be litted
ro all DIVIX series units.
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lnput I mpedancer 1 0kohm, elecrronically balanced.

outpul lmpedancer 1 50ohm, elecrronically balanced.

Frequency responserVersion 1 ' 1oHz to 27kHz +0.sdS/ 2dB

lOHz to 24kHz +/-0.5d8
Version 2- 1oHz to 22kHz +O.sdBl-2dB

10Hz to 20kHz +/-0.5d8

Dynamic Range: 16 bir/* 96d8.

Distortion; Better than 0.02% at 1kHz, full output.

Peak display hold: 100mS or indefinitelviswitchable.

Gain: Unity.

Analog level control: Automalic calibration to 0dB.
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lnput lmpedanco: 1okohm, unbalanced.

Output lmp€danc€: 1 soohm, unbalanced, two ;hannels.

Frcqoency response: 2OHz to 15kHz.

Signal/Noise ratio: 75dB €t manual phase centre position.

Delay Paths: Two - allowing "through infinity flanging",

Max Phasing Frequency: lnfinity.

Phasing Ranger 8 octaves within the audio bandwidth,
continuous sweep.

D6lay Time: 20mS max, continuously variable tapped at
hall delay.

trrvr 2-2a,
As D[!4 2-20 above, but with maximum delay of 80mS

MECHANICAL

Heightr 3.5", 88mm.12U)

Width (Front Panell: 19",458mm

Width (Cha6sis): 17", 432ll"|'m

D€pth: 12.5".317mm

Signal Connections: XLR 3-31 {input), XLR 3-32 (output}

Power Fl6quir€montsi 11Ol22Ol24O v AC, 4O-6OHZ,
30VA max.

Power Connactor: IEC

lnternal electronics: Fully isolated from chassis

Secondary Protectioni Secondary Protection is provided
on all dangerous voltages.

l\4anufactured by:

ADVANCED MUSIC
U,K.
Worsthorne Village, Burnley
Lancashire, Enqland
TeI.0282 36943 Telex 63108

Available From:

SYSTEMS
u.s.A.
Ouintek Distribution
4721 Lal;rel Canyon Blvd,.
Suite No. 209
North Hollywood
cA 91607
(213) 980 5717


